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January 24, 2019
St. Francis de Sales
Dear Catholic Friend:
What an upsetting weekend this was! All the media has been ablaze with the March for Life story.
Surely you have seen the news about boys from Covington Catholic harassing the “war hero.” This fat lie is not
even the real story. Who could be surprised that pro-aborts, white haters and man-haters would lie about youth
at the March for Life? Is that even a little surprising? Who could be surprised that ignorant, racist, Bible
waving black men would call white kids "crackers," "faggots" and "child molesters"? No, they were not
Muslim or Nation of Islam; these were self-proclaimed "Black Hebrew Israelites." Fighting words? Yes.
Who could be surprised that a pathetic old man, desperate for attention, who traveled to a college
"Indian" themed fraternity party hoping to provoke the college boys and who attempted to disrupt the Catholic
Mass at the National Shrine, would accost a bunch of vulnerable high school kids at the national March for
Life? They carry a camera in case the Saul Alinsky tactics, famously implemented by Obama, actually work.
Fortunately for the young men from Covington, someone concerned by the developing dynamic filmed two
hours of the unfolding drama. Without that stranger, the innocent boys would now be expelled from school.
That's the story- that their own shepherd immediately condemned their actions without investigation and
without bothering to talk to them. More appalling is the fact that our shepherd, even farther away, joined the
calumny with no concern for the boys or the truth, falling on his knees to the god of political correctness.
When even the conservative commentators condemn people automatically and shepherds throw their
sheep under the bus in the name of political correctness, there is nothing at all that will keep the next incident
from turning divided partisans into revolutionaries. We are on the edge of disaster in the United States.
In the stock market, certain people profit from volatility. In the society, too, there are people who profit
from disruption. We must be wise in spotting the developing works of the evil one, not always be trying to
placate the emotions of the left. We must pray that our shepherds will protect and guide the sheep in these
turbulent times. Perhaps now is a good time to say a Rosary for Archbishop Kurtz, Bishop Foys and the
students of Covington Catholic. Now is also a good time to be thankful for level headed people in media who
reserved judgment, investigated thoroughly and pushed back against the intentional lies promoted by those who
would destroy the Church and the United States. It is time to re-read Rudyard Kipling's poem If.
Finally, now is a good time to renew your commitment to the guidance and encouragement provided by
Catholic radio. Together let us work for stabilility while we still can! Please support Holy Family Radio.
Sincerely,
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